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Celts notes: Doc loses his cool; Wallace out

By A. Sherrod Blaklely
CSNNE.com

BOSTON -- The look on Doc Rivers' face following Monday night's loss said a lot. 

Not only did Boston lose a game they desperately wanted to win, but Rivers lost something even more precious - his temper.

His ejection in the third quarter after being whistled for two technical fouls sent the Celtics into a downward spiral that they were never able to completely recover from.

"I told the guys after the game, number one, that's always on me," he said. "I don't think I should ever get thrown out."

It was the first time Rivers has been tossed since March 17 of last year at Chicago. That ejection came a month after being tossed on Feb. 13 against Dallas.

Rivers' ejection was the only reason why Boston lost.

But when you look at how the game played out - the Celtics led by 10 at the time of his ejection - it's hard to imagine any specific factor having a greater impact on the game's outcome
than his outburst following a flagrant foul called on Glen Davis.

"I was so shocked at what they were calling . . . I didn't even think, 'flagrant.' I didn't even think that was part of the discussion. So I was so surprised by that I reacted, and I never
should."

* * * *
The last-minute decision to sit Rasheed Wallace may not be just a one-game thing. After the game, Rivers said that Wallace may be out for a week, which means he'll likely miss
Wednesday's game at New Jersey followed by Thursday's home game against Chicago. 

"It's day-to-day, but I would say maybe a week," Rivers said. "I know it started hurting him last night after the (Toronto) game."

Wallace came to the Garden anticipating he would play. But after he went on the floor to shoot around some, it wasn't feeling any better.

"He came in and said, 'Hey Coach, I can't go,' " Rivers recalled.

X-rays were taken and they came back negative, but Rivers added, "they also showed that he probably needs a break."

* * * *
During training camp, Hawks coach Mike Woodson saw something he didn't expect to see: Jamal Crawford passing up shot after shot.

"The first couple of days, I didn't look to shoot at all," Crawford said. "I wanted to prove that I could do more than just make shots."

Indeed, Crawford has proven to be a much more complete player than many visioned.

Atlanta's 102-96 win over Boston was the Hawk's third in as many games against the C's. In each game, Crawford's scoring has been a major factor in the game's outcome.

He turned in another solid shooting night on Monday with 17 points, but it was his defense  in the third quarter that proved to be instrumental in the Atlanta victory.

"I had to turn it up," said Crawford, who has been among the NBA's top sixth men this season. "[Woodson] challenged me at halftime and said we need you to be a better defender now
and it's time to step it up.

Crawford's length bothered Boston's shooters which not only led to missed shots, but also included a block and a shot clock violation.

"Shooting, defense, it doesn't really matter to me," Crawford said. "I'll do whatever the team needs me to do, to win."

A. Sherrod Blakley can be reached at sblakely@comcastsportsnet.com
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